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Abstract 

Expansion of woody vegetation has adverse effects on ecosystem services, and thus it is desirable 
to contain the problem at the early developmental stages. This can be aided by using high spatial 
resolution remotely-sensed data. The study investigated the effect of band selection during 
pansharpening on the ability to discriminate young woody vegetation from coexisting land cover 
types. Red-green-blue (RGB) spectral bands (30 m) of Landsat 8 imagery was pansharpened using 
the panchromatic band (15 m) of the same image to improve spatial resolution. Near-infrared (NIR), 
shortwave-infrared 1 (SWIR1) and shortwave-infrared 2 (SWIR2), bands were used respectively as 
the fourth spectral band during pansharpening, resulting in three pansharpened images. 
Unsupervised classification was performed on each pansharpened image as well as non-
pansharpened multispectral image. The overall accuracies of classification derived from the 
pansharpened image was higher (87% − 89%) than that derived from the non-pansharpened 
multispectral image (83%). The study shows that band selection did not affect the classification 
accuracy of woody vegetation significantly. In addition, the study shows the potential of 
pansharpened Landsat data in detecting woody vegetation encroachment at the early growth stage.  

Keywords: Young woody vegetation, Landsat, pansharpening, unsupervised classification 

1. Introduction 

The imbalance in the natural ecosystem between herbaceous plants and woody vegetation poses a 
threat to the natural environment (Archer et al., 2017). It is therefore vital to monitor the status of 
grass–woody vegetation composition at the early stages of wood encroachment in order to maintain 
a healthy balance in such ecosystems. Traditional methods of quantifying woody vegetation involve 
field inventories and are generally inefficient, expensive and time consuming particularly for covering 
large spatial extents. Remote sensing overcomes these drawbacks and has been exploited widely for 
woody vegetation assessment (e.g., Ghebrezgabher et al., 2016; Rajendran et al., 2016; Amarnath et 
al., 2017; Dibs et al., 2017).  

A number of studies integrated coarse resolution remotely-sensed data such as Moderate 
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) imagery and sparsely distributed field verification 
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data to map woody vegetation (Mishra et al., 2015; Gill et al., 2017; Tian et al., 2017; Adami et al., 
2018). Although such data offer a wide spatial coverage at short time intervals; they primarily capture 
information about spatially aggregated earth features. Young woody vegetation ecosystems common 
in new woody vegetation encroachment and secondary forest regeneration scenarios present 
challenges in the application of coarse resolution data due to confusion in spectral characteristics with 
grass or bare land (Odindi et al., 2016; Rautiainen et al., 2018). There is therefore the need to utilize 
a better resolution remote sensing to represent localised variabilities. Although high spatial resolution 
data such as QuickBird, RapidEye and Worldview provide improved capability for land cover 
mapping (Oelofse et al., 2015; Robinson et al., 2016; Madonsela et al., 2017), most of them are 
commercial and thus are expensive for routine and large-scale monitoring purposes.  

In contrast, Landsat imagery is a typical example of remotely-sensed data that have been widely 
used for moderate resolution land cover assessment, including woody vegetation mapping and 
monitoring (Lwin, and Murayama, 2013; Symeonakis and Higginbottom, 2014; Gartzia et a., 2014; 
Gill et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2017; Skowno et al., 2017; Rahman et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018). 
Gumbi et al. (2013), for example, assessed woody vegetation dynamics using Landsat in acacia 
dominated semi-arid environment with only 30 samples measuring 20 m x 50 m to represent a 700 
km2 spatial area. Mirik and Ansley (2012) reported an overestimation of honey mesquite canopy 
cover derived from Landsat data and 25 field sample plots each measuring 200 m x 200 m. Mancino 
et al. (2013) assessed woody vegetation expansion using Landsat data by dividing the entire area into 
25 km x 25 km quadrants in which a total of 200 random sample points were established. The 
sampling strategy which resulted in an average of four reference points per quadrant indicates a high 
degree of generalization at the expense of local variations. Such sampling strategies are not suitable 
to identify woody vegetation encroachment at the early growth stages. This study investigated the 
effect of band selection during pansharpening on the ability to discriminate woody vegetation from 
coexisting land cover types in a semi-arid environment dominated by young acacia species. Unlike 
broadleaved vegetation, acacia has relatively low foliage that can lead to spectral signatures similar 
to background land cover types, particularly when it is at young developmental stage (Madonsela et 
al., 2017). Moreover, the low spatial occupancy at young stage due to the often-single stem structure 
(Zhu and Liu, 2014) implies that its reflectance properties can be contaminated by the surrounding 
land cover types. This study therefore provides an important indication on the performance of readily 
available moderate-resolution remotely sensed data to characterize vegetation properties at the scale 
of the data. 

 

2. Methods 

2.1 Study area 
The study area is located in the Eastern Cape Province, South Africa (Figure 1). The area was 

delineated specifically for this study close to human settlements, which seemingly influenced woody 
plant growth through anthropogenic activities. Elevation of the study area varies between 246 m to 
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1419 m above mean sea level. The temperature varies between 10 °C and 27 °C averaging at 12 °C. 
Monthly precipitation ranges between 66 and 77 mm, with high rainfall between November and 
March. The study area hosts four broad biomes: savanna, grassland, thicket (Mucina and Rutherford, 
2011).  
 

 
Figure 1. Study area within Eastern Cape, South Africa. The background image is a high spatial 

resolution aerial photograph obtained from the National Geo-Spatial Information (NGI), 
Department of Rural Development and Land Reform (DRLR), South Africa 

 

2.2 Reference Data 
Orthorectified high spatial resolution aerial photographs obtained from NGI, DRDLR, South 

Africa, were used as a source of reference data for the study. The photographs were acquired during 
the rainy season of February 2014. Remotely sensed data acquired during a rainy season captures 
vegetation properties at relatively high photosynthetic activities (Dorigo et al., 2012). A spatial 
resolution of 0.5 m of the aerial photographs was deemed sufficient to interpret features that can be 
used as reference data. Such data have been used successfully in other studies to either evaluate 
remote sensing interpretation or to train classification of remotely-sensed data (Mirik and Ansley, 
2012; Symeonakis and Higginbottom, 2014; Mograbi et al., 2015).   

Seven transects spaced at 5 km intervals were laid along the north-south direction of a main road 
(R 63) that links human settlements in the region (Figure 2a). On each transect, sampling sites were 
placed at 1 km interval on either side of the road for 10 km, resulting in 20 sites per transect. In total, 
140 sites were laid on all transects. A 60 m radius buffer was created around each site; this size was 
equivalent to 11-14 pixels of Landsat imagery. Having multiple pixels reduces interpretation errors 
due to pixel displacement (Sun et al., 2017). In each buffer, points were placed at 20 m x 20 m interval, 
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resulting in 26 to 30 points per buffer (Figure 2b). This yielded a total of 3813 samples within the 
study area.  
 

 
 
Figure 2. Map showing sampling layout of the study: (a) 140 points on either side of main road, and 

(b) 60 m radius buffer about each point used for land cover interpretation 
 

The land cover type that each point falls on was recorded from the aerial photographs. These land 
cover types were approximated according to Thompson (1996) that standardised land cover types for 
the purpose of remote sensing interpretation. The standard classification system was modified by 
merging structurally similar land cover types in order to suit the land cover types of the study area. 
Woodland refers to all woodland areas with greater than 10% tree canopy cover and essentially 
indigenous trees growing under natural conditions. Grassland was categorised as unimproved and 
improved; unimproved grassland refers to indigenous grass species growing under natural conditions; 
improved grassland denotes to planted grassland either indigenous or exotic species. Bare land 
includes natural areas of exposed soil with little vegetation. Water bodies refers to areas of generally 
open water, either natural or man-made water bodies and this was classified under water (Thompson, 
1996).  

2.3 Pansharpening 
Landsat 8 imagery acquired in February 2014 was downloaded from the United States Geological 

Survey (USGS) (http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/). Spatial resolution of Landsat can be enhanced using 
algorithms which combine spatially detailed structure of a high-resolution panchromatic image with 
lower resolution bands of the same imagery or another acquired preferably during the same time 
(Lwin and Murayama, 2013). Various pansharpening methods such as Brovey transform-based fusion 
(Gillespie et al., 1987), Gram–Schmidt (Laben and Brower, 2000) and Intensity Hue Saturation 
(Carper et al., 1990) have been used to produce spatially enhanced multispectral images. The current 
study utilised the Gram-Schmidt algorithm which maximizes image sharpness, minimizes colour 

(b) 
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distortion and uses more than three bands (Laben and Brower, 2000). This technique was utilised for 
vegetation mapping previously by, for instance, Okin et al (2013) and Rapinel et al (2014) who 
showed that the spectral characteristics of the lower spatial resolution multispectral data were 
preserved in the resultant pansharpened image. Pansharpening was implemented in this study as 
follows. Blue, green, red and near infrared (NIR) were combined to create a multispectral image, and 
subsequently pansharpened using the 15 m panchromatic image. This process was repeated by 
replacing the near infrared colour with shortwave infrared 1 (SWIR1) and shortwave infrared 2 
(SWIR2), resulting in a total of three pansharpened images. The study also used a multispectral image 
of all the visible and infrared bands to see how pansharpened image in general compares with non-
pansharpened image. 

2.4 Image classification 
A number of classification techniques are available to the remote sensing community. They vary 

from parametric to non-parametric as well as hard and soft (fuzzy) classification (Im and Jensen, 
2005). These techniques include, among others, supervised (Winston, 1975), unsupervised (Tou and 
Gonzalez, 1974), artificial neural networks (McClellan et al, 1989), support vector machines (Cortes 
and Vapnik, 1995) and Random Forest (Breiman, 2001). An unsupervised classification approach 
was adopted for this study because it allows spectral clusters to be identified with a high degree of 
objectivity (Lillesand et al, 2008) and this approach was used to classify both the non-pansharpened 
and the pansharpened images. Unsupervised classifiers involve algorithms that inspect the unknown 
pixels in an image and aggregate them into a number of classes based on the natural groupings or 
clusters present in the image values. The ISODATA (Iterative Self Organizing Data Analysis 
Technique) method starts by calculating class means evenly distributed in the data space, then 
iteratively groups the remaining pixels using minimum distance techniques (Im and Jensen, 2005). 
Each iteration recalculates means and reclassifies pixels with respect to the new means. This process 
continues until the percentage of pixels that change classes during an iteration is less than the change 
threshold or the maximum number of iterations is reached (Im and Jensen, 2005). This classification 
approach has two main advantages; (1) it produces spectral clusters with a high degree of objectivity, 
and (2) it does not require in-depth, prior knowledge about the land cover types present in the area. 
A fairly large number of classes can be generated and subsequently reduced to fewer classes 
depending on the variability present in the area of interest (Lillesand et al., 2008). In this study, eight 
classes were created and subsequently reduced to four classes (woodland, grassland, bare land and 
water) by merging structurally similar land cover types through interpretations. A similar approach 
was followed in classifying each of the pansharpened images. Different band combinations such as 
false colour combination (infrared, red and green) and natural colour combination (red, green and 
blue) were used as reference in the interpretation process of the classified data. Such interpretation is 
customary within the remote sensing community for land cover classification purposes (e.g. Mirik 
and Ansley, 2012; Nguyen et al., 2015). The interpretation involved visual assessment of at least three 
largest and contiguous coverage of each class. Visualising large features enhances the reliability of 
interpretation, compared to interpreting few pixels of a class.  
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2.5 Accuracy assessment  
Accuracies of classes derived from the multispectral and pansharpened data were assessed by 

comparing with reference data derived from the high spatial resolution orthorectified photographs. 
All accuracies were assessed using the total number of points which were established inside the 
buffered sample plots. An error matrix which is a standard classification assessment method was used 
to evaluate each classified product (Congalton and Green, 2009). The method uses statistics such as 
overall accuracy, producer’s accuracy, and user’s accuracies.  Kappa statistics was also used to 
evaluate the quality of classified data (Story and Congalton, 1986). Although accuracies of all four 
land cover types (woodland, grassland, bare land and water) were computed, much emphasis was 
placed on woody vegetation, in line with the aim of the study.  

 

3. Results 

Overall accuracies were better using pansharpened images (87-89%; kappa: 0.80-0.81) than those 
classified using the non-pansharpened image (83%; 0.75) (Figure 3). A comparison among the 
pansharpened images showed marginally superior performance by pansharpening using the NIR 
followed by the SWIR2 and SWIR1, respectively. Figure 4 compares per class classification 
accuracies. Woodland and grassland had comparable producer’s accuracies in all the pansharpening 
approaches (91-93%). Although these accuracies are considered high, it is important to recognize the 
sources of producer’s accuracies by looking at confusions in Table 2. Woodland was mostly confused 
with grassland, while grassland was confused mostly with both woodland and bare land. 
Pansharpening using NIR yielded the lowest confusion between grassland and woodland 
((113/1333)*100=7%), while non-pansharpened and pansharpening with SWIR1 having the highest 
omission of woodland due to misallocation to grassland (~9%). Reciprocally, the omission of 
grassland due to misallocation to woodland was less when the pansharpening was created using NIR 
((59/1294)*100=4%) and SWIR1 (4%) than for the non-pansharpened (6%) and pansharpening using 
SWIR2 (6%) (Table 2). The classification resulted in less number of woodland classes (1269-1299) 
than the actual number of classes (1333) (Table 2). In comparison, bare land and grassland generated 
considerably higher number of classes than the actual number on the ground, respectively.  

The user’s accuracy (that also measures commission error) of woodland varied between 94 and 
96% (Figure 4). Looking at Table 2, most of the confusion that contributed to loss in user’s accuracy 
was due to misplaced allocation of grassland to the class. For example, the classification that utilized 
the NIR in the pansharpening resulted in 47 grasslands wrongly allocated to woodland. Grassland 
class had fairly low user’s accuracies; the main source of this inaccuracy is attributed to large number 
of bare land and woodland classes wrongly assigned to the class. 
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Figure 3.  Overall accuracy and Kappa coefficient for the different pansharpening approaches 

 
 

 
Figure 4. Producer’s and User’s accuracies of the different pansharpening approaches: (a) non-

pansharpened, (b) RGB, NIR-pansharpened, (c) RGB, SWIR1-pansharpened, (d) RGB, SWIR2-
pansharpened 
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Table 2. Accuracies of the non-pansharpened multispectral based classification and pansharpened 
based classification merging RGB bands NIR and SWIR bands 

Non-pansharpened multispectral image 
  Reference Data 

C
la

ss
ifi

ed
 Im

ag
e 

   

 Bare land Grassland Water Woodland Total 
Bare land 773 48 3 5 829 
Grassland 379 1187 2 103 1681 
Water 0 0 15 0 15 
Woodland 14 59 0 1235 1288 
Total 1166 1294 20 1333 3813 

Red, Blue, Green, NIR Pansharpened image 
Reference Data 

C
la

ss
ifi

ed
 Im

ag
e 

  

 Bare land Grassland Water Woodland Total 
Bare land 923 48 3 4 978 
Grassland 234 1199 0 90 1523 
Water 0 0 15 0 15 
Woodland 9 47 2 1239 1297 
Total 1166 1294 20 1333 3813 

Red, Blue, Green, SWIR1 Pansharpened image 
Reference Data 

C
la

ss
ifi

ed
 Im

ag
e 

 
  

 Bare land Grassland Water Woodland Total 
Bare land 874 48 0 5 927 
Grassland 285 1199 0 113 1597 
Water 0 0 20 0 20 
Woodland 34 47 0 1215 1269 
Total 1166 1294 20 1333 3813 

Red, Blue, Green, SWIR2 Pansharpened image 
Reference Data 

C
la

ss
ifi

ed
 Im

ag
e 

  

 Bare land Grassland Water Woodland Total 
Bare land 890 30 3 5 928 
Grassland 263 1205 2 101 1571 
Water 0 0 15 0 15 
Woodland 13 59 0 1227 1299 
Total 1166 1294 20 1333 3813 

 
A closer look at the performances of classifications using the non-pansharpened and the three 

pansharpened images in discriminating woodland from other classes is illustrated in Figure 5. Note 
that the figure illustrates an area dominated mainly by woodland and grassland, since accuracy of the 
former was influenced predominantly by the latter (Table 3). Figure 5(a) represents an extract from 
aerial image (reference data) focussing on a mixture of grassland, young woodland and limited bare 
land covers, while 5(b), (c), (d) and (e) show classes of the same extract derived from non-
pansharpened, pansharpened using RGB-NIR, RGB-SWIR1, and RGB-SWIR2 bands, respectively. 
The non-pansharpened image resulted in overestimation of woodland cover. Figure 5(c) shows better 
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representation of woodland and compared to Figure 5(d) and (e) illustrates confusion between 
grassland and woodland class on the top left of the figures.   
 

      
          Woodland                  Grassland              Bare land               Water      
Figure 5: Illustration of the performance of the different pansharpening approaches: (a) aerial image 

(b) non-pansharpened image (b) RGB, NIR-pansharpened, (c) RGB, SWIR1-pansharpened, (d) 
RGB, SWIR2-pansharpened 

 
4. Discussion 

The study assessed the effect of band selection in pansharpening on classifying young woody 
vegetation and other land cover types. Classifications using pansharpened images performed better 
than using the non-pansharpened image. The increase in accuracy is attributed to the improvement in 
the spatial resolution of the non-pansharpened multispectral Landsat imagery in addition to its 
spectral resolution. Improved spatial resolution enables clear representation of features on the images 
resulting in more accurate image classification (Johnson et al., 2013). This is consistent with various 
studies that applied pansharpening technique in vegetation classification purposes (e.g., Johnson et 
al., 2013; Lin et al., 2015; Palubinskas, 2015). Johnson et al (2013), for example, demonstrated that 
pansharpened RGB and NIR Landsat imagery enabled easy visual identification of pine and oak trees. 
In another study, Johnson (2014) assessed the effects of pansharpening in monitoring vegetation 
patches and concluded that pansharpening improved classification accuracy due to feature 
enhancement of vegetation cover.  

The Individual accuracies such as producer’s and user’s accuracy show that there was confusion 
between woody vegetation and grassland. Accuracy of discriminating young woody vegetation using 
non-pansharpened multispectral image was partly affected by the fact that it was misinterpreted as 
grassland. The confusion between these two (woodland and grassland) classes is expected particularly 
during the rainy season when grasses grow to greater heights depicting high chlorophyll levels 
(greenness) similar to young woody plants. Hudak and Wiseman (1998) characterised woody 
vegetation expansion in South Africa, in which they showed that multispectral Landsat image is 
capable of detecting large land cover types such as forest stands while the image was rather weak in 
discriminating woody vegetation from grassland. It is also important to mention that, confusions in 
classes were also caused due to utilisation of point-based analyses of the classified image followed in 
this study. Interpretation of land cover type at a point may not represent the land cover type occupied 
within the extent of a pixel and a neighbourhood of pixels. This is particularly true for a piece of land 
with mixed land cover types. For example, a point in the reference data obtained from Google Earth 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
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may indicate a grassland located among woody plants while a pixel in the same area may have 
reflectance value dominated by woody plants and thus is classified as woodland. 

Differences in accuracies among the classes created from pansharpened images were marginal; 
however, the pansharpened image derived from RGB and NIR band returned slightly better overall 
classification accuracy compared to the others. The output from the results could be to some extent 
explained by the fact that NIR band is sensitive mainly to biomass content, while the SWIR bands 
are influenced by soil moisture content more than NIR is (Campbell and Wayne, 2011; Dorigo et al., 
2012). Similar results were observed in a study by Kokaly and Skidmore (2015) who analysed 
absorption and reflective capabilities of vegetation canopy using remotely-sensed data. 
 
 
5. Conclusion 

The study presented in this paper investigated the effect of band selection during pansharpening 
process in discriminating young woody vegetation from other land cover types. All pansharpening 
that utilized NIR, SWIR1 and SWIR2, respectively, improved discrimination of woody vegetation 
from other land cover types, compared to the non-pansharpened image. However, there was limited 
difference in overall classification accuracies among the three pansharpened images. Overall, the 
study showed the potential of pansharpened Landsat data to identify woody vegetation encroachment 
at the young stage; such capability will certainly assist in the monitoring and management of grass–
wood dynamics that are under threat from the changing climate conditions and as a result of 
anthropogenic pressures (Zhu and Liu, 2014). Although the accuracy of results obtained in this study 
were promising, it is important to note the effect of sampling unit on accuracy. This study used sample 
points as a unit of interpretation and class definition for the reference data against which results 
obtained from remote sensing were compared. We believe that increasing the unit of interpretation to 
a plot-level (area based) would improve the reliability of the results.  This study also envisages the 
use of better remotely-sensed data and analysis techniques will improve accuracies of identifying 
woody vegetation encroachment.  
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